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\( \text{mp} \)
Now let the day just slip away
La dagen få sin hvile

\( \text{mp} \)

Piano

\( \text{Am} \)
way so the dark night may watch over
nå og natten vil våke for

\( \text{Gm}^7 \)

\( \text{Dm}^7 \)


\( \text{Gmadd}^9 \)
you den nocturne
centre

gœntur
den

gœntur

den
gœntur

\( \text{A1} \)

\( \text{vln.} \)

\( \text{Dm} \)

\( \text{Am} \)

\( \text{Dm} \)

\( \text{Am} \)

\( \text{Gm}^7 \)